Vinyl Word: What's not so special about Spring Wave? Goh: Since 2006, we've been doing the event in Kenting, which is pretty much the last place to reach in Taiwan before you hit the mainland. Kenting is open for a long time, so the destination there is different than Taiwan's. For this year, it was still a demanding project. But I was really happy to be able to work with Zapier City Government to get approval to hold the party until June.

Goh: Spring Wave has always emphasized the quality of the music and sound systems. We wanted to find someone who could represent Taiwan, so we found Chang Chiang. Through a brand of music, we found Chang Chiang—a rock–electronic dance music artist. He is someone who plays good music and he knows how to operate a dance music system, and he's someone who can fit a female DJ who plays good music as we have found. And of course, since there are no conventions in any other country, so we get it, okay. (laugh)

Aside from the music, what else can performance付き? Goh: Our one-stage stage theme—with the silver metal frame, a white cloud, and a glass dome—be surrounded by droplets of fresh water, light and green colors. In addition, there will be dancing performance(s), which will be performance(s) of nature and electronic dance music.

VW: You've held an outdoor party like this before. How much time did that take? What kind of effort did you encounter? Goh: It took us about 4 weeks to plan. The biggest difficulty was finding enough outdoor rooms to accommodate all the visitors. We chose to settle with Zapier City Government to get approval to hold the party until June.
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